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Derby winner Orb increased his lofty position in Saturday morning's early entries in the Kentucky

Derby through the Preakness Stakes. Orb started the day 4-5 favorites in a field of 11, among the top
four preps including future Derby runner-up Points to Prove. Florida Derby winner Double Power and

third-place finisher Jack Jerald, who finished third in this race last year, were also in the field. The
current field on Kentucky Derby morning is full of surprises, with a few short favorites in the early

entries. William H. Hoople has a top ten horse in the field, but he did not appear to be a contender in
the first $1.3M graded stakes of the year at 7-2. Hoople’s Bourbon Prince is considered a Derby

longshot following a disappointing debut at Gulfstream last month, and placed 12th in the Florida
Derby behind eventual winner, Points to Prove. Gulfstream Park's Preakness Stakes is another Grade
1 event, but no graded 1st or 2nd place finisher is listed on the entry form. It's presumed that points
and favorite Orb's relatively easy win will move him a bit farther up the list. A couple of horses that
have recently finished in the top four in the Kentucky Derby are part of the initial Preakness field.

Third in the Derby, Double Power won the Wood Memorial at 5-1 and third-place finisher Jack Jerald
won the Blue Grass at 4-1, while Orb and fellow Preakness horse Points to Prove were both beaten by

Double Power in the Florida Derby last month. Preakness Stakes Preakness Stakes Field
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Surname Week – An
Introduction Every year in
early July, the Registrar
General holds a weekly

Surname News update and,
together with the Office of

National Statistics, produces
the annual Statistics of the

Births, Deaths and Marriages
report which is published

shortly afterwards. Surname
week aims to capture the
spirit of the event. It gives

people the chance to reflect
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on their surname and explore
how the use of surnames has
changed over the centuries

and what we can now expect
from the Surname Week and
other sources of information.
Surname Week 2019 will take

place between July 5th and
July 10th. Events Surname

Week runs between July 5th
and 10th. During this period
we are holding a daily event

that runs every weekday from
09:30 (GMT) to 15:00. We

want to ensure that we
capture as many people as
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possible during that short time
period. Below we have

provided links to each of the
daily events. You can click on

the link to find out more.
Surname Finder A very useful
tool which will enable you to

‘search for your surname’. The
user needs to fill in their

surname, region and selected
data type and the results will

provide links to the source if it
exists. Sometimes it will just

provide you with a new result.
This is useful for those who

are not finding their surname
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in the sources we have
provided. Meaningful Names
This is a particularly useful

part of the website. It provides
a daily meaning to a surname
(including variations to that
name). This is achieved by
looking at the page rank of
different websites for that

name. This will highlight the
webpages that have been the

most useful in terms of the
variation of the surname.

Genetics This is a quarterly
journal that provides valuable
information and reviews from
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the field of genetics. Looking
for more information There

are other places on the
internet that will give you

more information about your
surname. It is very helpful to
use these sites to aid your

research. Some of them have
been mentioned in Surname

Week but there are many
more. If you want to find out

more about any of the
websites mentioned, please

contact the Office of National
Statistics or the Registrar
General’s Office. In the
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meantime, please let us know
if you 6d1f23a050
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